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The Antennae: a star cluster 
factory at 22 Mpc 

Whitmore et al. 1999, AJ 

Whitmore et al. 2010, AJ 

1600 star clusters with masses 
104-106 Mo and ages < 16 Myr 
(Zhang & Fall 2001) 



Leroy et al. 2018 (1804.02083):  
Super star clusters power the 
central starburst in NGC 253 

� 14 bright dusty 
sources 

� Compact: 2-3 
pc (FWHM) 

� This clustered 
mode of star 
formation likely 
produces most 
of the stars in 
the starburst 



Super-giant molecular clouds 
in the Antennae: 107-109 Mo 

OVRO: Wilson et al. 2000, ApJ 

ALMA: Whitmore et al. 2014, AJ 



Dense gas in the Antennae 
with CARMA: LTIR vs. LHCN  

� Black points: global 
galaxy luminosities 
from Gao & 
Solomon 2004  

� Blue and red points: 
Antennae regions 
on 2 different size 
scales 

 
(Bigiel et al. 2015, ApJ) 



Dense gas in the Antennae with ALMA 

Schirm et al., 2016, ApJ 

HCN/CO: higher dense gas fraction in two nuclei 



Correlating dense gas and  
star formation in the Antennae 

Bemis et al., submitted 



Correlating dense gas and star 
formation rate  

Low star formation efficiency in the two nuclei? 

Nuclei 

(Bemis et al., submitted) 



See poster 
#3 by 
Ashley 
Bemis:  
“Star 
formation 
and dense 
gas in 
extreme 
environments 
with ALMA” 



Poster #30 by Nathan Brunetti: 
“Molecular gas at 42 pc resolution in NGC 
3256, the closest luminous infrared galaxy” 



Poster #5 by Toby Brown:  
“Extreme CO abundances in nearby ULIRGs 
caused by a top heavy IMF” 



Searching for the earliest phases 
of super star cluster formation 

� ~150 young (<16 Myr) 
massive (105-106 Mo) 
star clusters (Zhang & 
Fall 2001) 
�  form one cluster every 

~105 yr (steady state) 
� 106 Mo, R=5 pc dense 

core has free-fall time 
of 105 yr 

� Expect ~1 pre-cluster 
dense core, probably in 
overlap region 



Searching for the earliest phases 
of super star cluster formation 

(0.5” = 53 pc) 

343 GHz 
Cycle 0 



Searching for the earliest phases 
of super star cluster formation 

Cycle 0 (0.5”) and 
Cycle 4 (90 mas)   
343 GHz continuum 



Significant free-free emission at 
343 GHz in all regions 

90 mas = 9.6 pc 
52 µJy rms at 344 GHz 
15 µJy rms at 98 GHz 

343/98 GHz ratio:  
0.9 = pure free-free 
emission 



343 GHz (color, 70x40 mas) with 98 GHz (contours) 
 
(4 sources shown here; 5th source is further north) 

Maximizing the resolution reveals 
five very compact dusty sources 



Dense proto-cluster cores and very 
young embedded star clusters 

� Masses = 1-3x106 Mo 

�  Assumes Tdust=20 K, κ343=0.9 cm2/g,                
gas/dust=120 

�  Fluxes corrected for free-free contamination 

� Radii estimated < 3.5 pc 
� Volume densities > 104 Mo/pc3 

�  104 Mo/pc3 = 2x105 H2/cm3 

� These densities are comparable to median 
central density of Galactic globular clusters 



Conclusions 
� Correlation between dense gas and star 

formation rate holds on kpc scales in the 
Antennae 

� Five very compact (R<5 pc) massive (M>106 
Mo) dusty cores found in the overlap region 

� These cores are current or future sites of 
massive star cluster formation 



The End 


